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Radio Debates How to Compete
in the Expanding Digital World
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Leaders focus on dashboard changes, ' live and local' theme
BY LESLIE STIMSON
Executives and engineers know the
industry is at a crossroads. To retain
radio's competitiveness, they want to
improve the quality of content, and place
it on as many platforms as possible.
That was the theme of many conversations at the fall Radio Show in
Orlando, Fla. — and it seems especially
important as radio faces more challengers in the car, where the medium has
dominated listening for decades.
The next five years will be critical as
the digital dashboard takes hold, speakers predicted. Will radio rise to the
challenge? How can it be a part of the
connected car discussion and not swept
along by decisions made in the automotive world?
Going digital in all forms, be that via
streaming, HD Radio or other platforms,
is away to keep radio competitive and
mobile, according to some group executives who attended.
Radio executives reminded attendees
— as well as their new competitors in
Internet audio — that, for all the hype

BEEFY BUYER'S
GUIDE
•Signal monitoring, remote control,
test & EAS — Page 18

THE YETI OF
CONSOLES
•Arare glimpse of the Gates Model
51CS Studioette, in Reader's Forum.
— Page 29

about digital, traditional broadcast radio
still dominates U.S. audio listening. Yet
the industry can't take that position for
granted, they said. Several talked about
the need to get rid of so-called "crappy"
ads and long stopsets. Executives also

jumped on a "live and local' theme,
decrying the use of voice-tracking, thus
verbalizing a criticism that many have
aimed at the radio industry over the
years.
(continued on page 6)

TV Revisits
the 'Panic
Broadcast'
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NextRadio Push Begins in Earnest
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BROADCAST SUPPLY WORLDWIDE

Emmis says FM app delivered 85% retention rate in early going

Lowest Prices and
Largest Inventory
on EVERYTHING
For Broadcast

BY LESLIE STIMSON
The NextRadio FM app has an 85 percent retention rate.
which means consumers are "downloading, listening and coming back for more," according to Emmis Communications, the
broadcast group owner that developed the app at the request
of NAB Labs and is hoping the industry will adopt it widely.
"Everyone can do this," said Senior Vice President/Chief
Technology Officer Paul Brenner. "Because the over-the-air
tuner is FM, we can measure what they do with the app." That
includes tracking how many people liked asong or dropped
it, for example.
The NextRadio app provides local over-the-air reception
in smartphones with enabled FM chips, and adds interactive
features, if stations opt to support them, such as buying and
rating songs, social media coupons and geo-location services,
all using the phone's data channel.
Emmis has invited other broadcasters to participate in the
enhanced display and interactivity opportunities. Stations can
use Emmis' Web-based TagStation to provide data services for
broadcasts and deliver interactive elements to the app.
Nineteen radio groups (see sidebar) have signed on and will
pay to deliver interactive services with TagStation; only afew
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want to be in 300 million phones. For the first time, we have a
carrier going to manufacturers saying ' Put it in and let's focus on
it.' We're convinced if our customers like this, this will spread to
every carrier in America."
At the NYMRAD event, Sprint Vice President of Product
David Owens promised that "tens of millions of [Sprint' smart-
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hundred stations sere delivering interactive elements as of
early October.
Not on the list are industry biggies Clear Channel and
Cumulus; they are in discussions with NextRadio and "are
showing some interest in helping in this initiative," according
to Brenner.
EARLY ACTIVATIONS
Sprint launched NextRadio in its HTC One and EVO
smartphone models. The app can also be downloaded on some
older HTC models. Just after the Radio Show in Orlando,
Sprint released athird phone with the pre-loaded NextRadio
app and active FM chip, the Samsung Galaxy Note 3.
In Orlando, Emmis said users had tuned to approximately
3,300 over-the-air stations using the app; that number had
grown to 3,700 just after the show, Emmis and Sprint executives told attendees of aNew York Market Radio Association
advertising event.
There had been about 35,000 NextRadio app activations
as of early October. Sprint's launch of the Samsung Galaxy
Note 3 "gave us abump in daily install rates," Brenner told
Radio World.
Sprint has said that its entire product line of smartphones
eventually will have active FM chips and come loaded with
the app. Emmis Chair/President/CEO Jeff Smulyan said, "We
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phones" would have the feature. According to participants of a
NYMRAD panel, the app can increase music sales and exposure,
and apply revenue-generating capabilities to other advertising categories. RCA Records Executive Vice President/General. Manager
Joe Riccitelli described the power of the "buy" button on the app.
Just before the Radio Show, Sprint, HTC, NextRadio and
participating stations using full TagStation to supply content for
interactivity began abeta marketing rollout in eight cities: Austin,
Boston, Chicago, Houston, Kansas City, Las Vegas, Los Angeles
and New York.
SPRINT PLEASED'
Sprint is "very pleased" with results of NextRacho, and the
company has noticed that app users are listening for an average of
more than one hour per day, according to Sprint Director of Product Development Mark Yarkosky. Brenner said one user in Hawaii
listened for about six straight hours.
Just before the Radio Show, Sprint introduced special signage
and other retail marketing materials related ro the app, including
aJBL headphone promotion. The box includes aNextRadio logo.
Sprint has also developed aWeb landing page (
Sprint.comIlandingsl
nextradiol) to promote the feature.
By the holidays the industry should see more Sprint phones
rolling out that contain the NextRadio app, as well as acampaign
(continued on page 5)
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PBS Revisits the Panic Broadcast
'American Experience' celebrates the 75th anniversary of aradio classic
"We know now that in the early years
of the 20th century, this world was
being watched closely by intelligences
greater than our man's, yet as mortal as
his own."
Those words opened the greatest fictional radio broadcast of all time, which
aired 75 years ago this month and has
been asource of fascination ever since,
particularly among those who cherish
our medium.
"War of the Worlds," the 1938 broadcast on CBS Radio by Orson Welles and
the Mercury Theatre on the Air, is the
subject of avideo documentary that premieres Tuesday Oct. 29 on the outstanding PBS history program "American
Experience." Irecommend it highly.
Note that I said greatest fictional
radio broadcast. The greatest of all
time, most would agree, was Herbert
Morrison's coverage of the Hindenburg
disaster. But the same sense of compelling live drama, of news being made,
propelled "War of the Worlds" into lore.
Igrew up listening to "War of the
Worlds" on an LP of old-time radio
shows. Iknow its rhythms, its hisses and
scrapes, its musical interludes and cast

Orson Welles explains and apologies for that little Martian misunderstanding.
Author Susan Douglas describes his 'charismatic smirk ... He had that charisma
that comes from an absolute confidence in your talent. He was thrilled.'
of characters. Iflat-out loved it.
The TV documentary, which Isaw in
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a review copy, tells the familiar story.
Mercury Theatre had created a series
of programs based on literary works
like "Dracula" and "Oliver Twist";
for Halloween, Orson Welles sold his
producing partner John Houseman on
doing an adaptation of the H.G. Wells
Martian tale from 40 years earlier, reset
in the United States.
Formatted as aseries of news bulletins interrupting regular programming,
the Sunday evening show used vivid
sound effects and voice characterizations to create mental pictures of creatures crawling out of ships and killing
people with heat rays in and beyond
Grover's Mill, N.J.
Famously, many listeners missed
the show opening because they were
enjoying ventriloquist dummy Charlie
McCarthy cutting up with Edgar Bergen
on NBC's "The Chase and Sanborn
Hour." then tuned over to CBS and
the Martians once Nelson Eddy began
singing. The documentary notes the
conventional wisdom that " up to amillion people" were thus convinced, "even
briefly:' that the United States was
being assaulted by monster invaders.
'CARBUNCLE'
Just how wide was this panic? I've
always wondered.
According to accounts, callers
"flooded" newspapers and police with
calls, rushed out of their homes, begged
power companies to turn off the lights,
gathered in prayer.
I spoke with Susan Douglas, who

appears in the program. She is an author
and professor of communications studies at the University of Michigan. She
said hard numbers are difficult to come
by, but one study estimated that 6 million people heard the play, of which
about 1.2 million were frightened.
"What we don't know is how many
actually poured into the streets. And for
the newspapers, this was a double dip
for them; because some newspapers —
those not associated with radio stations
or that didn't own them — saw radio
as competition, especially cutting into
the evening papers. ... Some were like,
'See? You'd better watch what you listen
to on radio!"
This may help explain why newspapers ran 12,500 stories about the
Martian broadcast over three weeks,
certainly feeding the panic story and
probably exaggerating it.
However, many people evidently were taken in. Mercury Theater
member Richard Wilson saved letters
received after the broadcast; in 2007 his
estate donated them to the University
of Michigan, where student A. Brad
Schwartz rediscovered them and used
them for his thesis.
The documentary brings these letters to life using actors. Ididn't care for
the stylized reenactments; but Ifound
the words compelling. Some people
really were scared (while quite a few
congratulated themselves on not having
been fooled). Regardless, how could we
not smile hearing a letter-writer say of
Welles, " He is acarbuncle on the rump
of degenerate theatrical performance"?

MASTERS OF SOUND
The video also explores the reach and
role of radio in people's lives. It emphasizes the economic anxieties of anation
during a time when even a president
acknowledged "fear itself."
It reports that "Americans were highly attuned to the sound of crisis" and
to eyewitness accounts of unsettling
world events at atime when radio news
divisions were finding their footing. It
makes particular note of the Munich
crisis weeks prior. "People were used
to having their programs interrupted
by news bulletins:' Douglas told me.
"People could hear Hitler's voice as he
became increasingly incendiary about
annexing the Sudetenland. ... You have
apopulation on edge."
It also accounts how abashed
some people felt after they learned
they'd been fooled; and it explores the
(continued on page 10)
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NEXTRADIO
(continued from page 3)
featuring a "day in the life" of aSprint
phone user. That "day" will include FM
listening, Brenner said.
However, radio needs to do its part,
he continued.
"We've made the first payment to
Sprint. Now we have to start the process of rolling out inventory:' Brenner
noted, referring to the $ 15 million ayear
for three years in spot inventory that
the radio industry committed to Sprint.
Brenner declined to clarify or discuss
payment specifics.
Some industry executives appealed
for more stations to take part. NRG
Media President/CEO Mary Quass said,
"We need to be on the devices people
are using."
Brenner said some 2,700 stations
are visually represented in NextRadio
through the TagStation content service.
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Of that figure, 2,450 are using the basic,
free level of integration, meaning they
uploaded logos to display default artwork
in the NextRadio app. The rest, some 260
stations, are using the paid version of
TagStation to deliver album art and other
interactive elements.
Engineers with whom Radio World
spoke said the number of stations delivering interactive elements is still small

has been talking to wireless carriers
about adding adigital radio component
to a smartphone's FM radio capability.
Both iBiquity and Emmis call that alogical next step.
President/CEO Bob Struble told
Radio World, "It's critically important
for radio to be on phones in general,
because we'll come to some point in
the not-so-distant future when nobody

Because the over-the-air tuner is FM,
we can measure what they do with the app.
—Paul Brenner
because of limits in money, time and
resources. "Other things are bombarding us," said one engineer for a major
radio group.
Emmis is trying to get more industry
support behind the effort. "We need
as much content as possible if the FM
smartphone initiative is to succeed:'
according to Brenner. The small number
of stations delivering interactivity is "the
number one complaint by the NextRadio
listener." He reported listeners saying
they "love the FM radio" but are "highly
disappointed that radio cannot at least
have album art and artist/title" elements
to be on par with other listening apps.
On average, stations with album art
or other visual and interactive elements
get twice as much listening as stations
that have solely the free logo, according
to NextRadio.
HD Radio developer iBiquity Digital

carries anything but aphone. There's no
more portable radios. There's no more
Walkmen. There's no more headphone
radios. It's all on the phone. So, if we're
not on the phone we're going to be missing asignificant piece of the audience."
The wireless industry is watching to
see how the rollout goes.
In early October, awireless industry
executive told a subcommittee meeting of the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee that he sees
the Sprint-NextRadio deal as a test
case for whether other carriers would
activate embedded FM chips in their
smartphones.
Chris Guttman-McCabe, executive
vice president of CTIA — The Wireless
Association, was asked during a hearing on alerting why more carriers don't
include FM capability in their smartphones. He noted that the association's

WHO'S DELIVERING
INTERACTIVITY?
Nineteen radio groups, listed
below, are going beyond the
basic free level and supporting
NextRadio with full TagStation content to deliver album art and interactivity, according to Emmis. Some,
like CBS Radio and Hubbard, are
delivering full data capability on all
of their stations, while ashorter list
are starting with some stations and
growing to add interactivity to all
of their stations over time.
Beasley Broadcast Group
Bonneville
Bott Radio Network
Carter Broadcast Group
CBS Radio
Cromwell Group
Emmis
Entercom
Greater Media
Hall Communications, Inc.
Hubbard Radio
Lincoln Financial Media
Merlin Media
Radio One
Radio Training Network, Inc.
Rome Radio Partners
Univision
Wilks Broadcast Group
YMF Media LLC
32 handset makers and carriers compete
against one other. "If that sells, and is
successful, Ihave asense that you'll see
it in many, many more phones; and if it
doesn't, you'll see it in less. That's how
the market works."
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RADIO SHOW
(continued from page 1)
Here are news highlights from the
Radio Show and immediately afterwards.

FIELD :'
THE FUTURE OF
RADIO IS BRIGHT '
While digital media entrants tend
to paint radio as a dinosaur, Entercom
Communications President/CEO David
Field says traditional radio is anything but.
"The sky is not falling for broadcast radio. The ecosystem of radio is
enhanced by competition. The success
of one form of radio does not necessarily come at the expense of another,"
said Field. He spoke at the Radio and
Internet Newsletter Summit preceding
the Radio Show.
Field says traditional radio continues
to innovate and that listeners remain
attached to their local stations. He cited
the recently announced Cumulus-Rdio
partnership as an example of "major"
innovation, as well as the SprintNextRadio deal on the FM chip. Further,
roughly half of new cars will have builtin HD Radio receivers or technology by
2015, according to Field.
The future of broadcast radio is
bright, said Field, mentioning the medium's "massive" reach. He says traditional broadcast radio is undervalued
and that if it continues to innovate, it
will grow. "We are living in the golden
age of radio. Its best days lie ahead."

RADIO '
DOMINATES '
TOTAL LISTENING
Field also noted a "massive" gap in
percentage of listening share between
traditional broadcast radio and Pandora.
His criticism comes as Pandora opens

more local sales offices in top media
markets and cites listening data in
advertising pitches that compete with
broadcast radio and its streams.
The Entercom executive said Pandora's claimed listening levels don't
quite add up.
Just after the show, Pandora released
September audience estimates, saying
its total share of U.S. radio listening for
the month was 7.7 percent, up from 6.53
percent for the same period ayear ago.
Field says Katz Media Group estimates Pandora's share of total U.S. radio
audience at closer to 4.4 percent, followed by other webcasters at 3.2 percent
— while broadcast radio "dominates"
audio listening at 92.4 percent.
Some of Pandora's listeners leave their
streams on all day, Field said. "They may
be out — yet that listening counts."
Broadcast radio has 20 times
Pandora's listening, he continued, noting that Arbitron data showed radio's
audience is 242 million.
Pandora claimed 72.7 million "active"
listeners for the month of September, a
25 percent increase from ayear ago.

IS APPLE '
TUNES RADIO
A'
PANDORA KILLER ?'
Apple iTunes Radio launched just
before the Radio Show. Many tech
media outlets, like CNET, dubbed it a
"Pandora killer."
Asked to comment about the Apple
product during the RAIN Summit,
Pandora
Automotive
Business
Development Director Geoff Snyder
said, "We're aware of what they're
doing." He said Pandora, no stranger to
competition, remains focused. "We're
not going to change course."
Slacker Senior Vice President of
Business Development Steve Cotter
said, "We see it as avalidation of what

STATION SERVICES
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From left: Lew Paper of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, leff Warshaw of
Connoisseur Media, Larry Wilson of Alpha Broadcasting and L&L Broadcasting,
Mary Ouass of NRG Media and Lew Dickey of Cumulus Media. Discussion touched
on 'crappy ads' and the need to be ' Live and local.'
we knew six to eight years ago when
this company started."
The best content is "going to win,"
predicted TuneIn Vice President of
Programming Kevin Straley.
RAIN Publisher Kurt Hanson
believes the launch will help the audio
product category in general to grow.
"Competition is good."
According to aGroupM Next survey
of Internet audio users, respondents said
iTunes Radio is "probably" more integrated and easier to use than Spotify;
and they either hated Apple products
or loved them. In fact, 34 percent of
Internet audio users said they'd switch
to an Apple streaming radio service
from their current favorite ( Pandora,
Spotify, iHeartRadio or Slacker) based
on Apple's brand name alone.
"This could be a game-changer,
or not. We'll see:' said the GroupM
Next executives Steve Sherfy and Jesse
Wolfersberger. GroupM Next is part
of GroupM, aglobal media investment
management organization.
IBiquity Digital President/CEO Bob
Struble told Radio World, " Ithink iTunes
Radio will be another brick in the wall
of digital competition that we need to
address. It's part of a broad set of new
technologies that compete with us in the
car, and in the home." He said it argues
in favor of an upgrade to HD Radio
"because people expect to have acertain
set of features and services that cannot be delivered by analog radio. When
you're listening to iTunes Radio you'll
see album art. When Ilisten to analog
radio I'm not going to see album art."

his fellow panelists.
NRG Media President/CEO Mary
Quass agreed. "We've got to get people
energized into the business. We need
live overnight guys again."
Asked whether radio's ability to
recover from the recession is hampered by the emergence of Apple
iTunes Radio, Connoisseur Media's Jeff
Warshaw said, "While any competition
is aconcern, we think one of the things
that potentially insulates radio is having
alive presence." That relationship with
listeners is not easy to replicate, he said.
Wilson, who said he was an early
adopter of Pandora, described the service
as background music. "There's not amie
that opens and someone entertains and
informs you," as traditional radio does.
A common theme among the executives, however, was that radio can't sit on
its laurels but must figure out how to air
compelling content without boring ads
that turn off listeners.
Wilson said that while the industry
gets "caught up in talking about the digital age, we're still terrestrial stations:'
and most revenue still comes from analog signals. "We're letting the product go
downhill. We're running crappy ads. The
commercials have got to be compelling."
As for radio's competition from
online audio, Cumulus in particular
sees the audio universe as expanding.
Explaining the company's recent deal
with Rdio, Cumulus Chairman/CEO
Lew Dickey said, "We're thinking of
Rdio as acomplement to our business.
We want to be able to play across the
entire audio ecosystem."

'
VOICETRACKING IS DEAD '

'
FRANKEN FM 'DAYS
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"Voicetracking is dead. It's awaste: .
So said Alpha Broadcasting and L&L
Broadcasting CEO Larry Wilson during aRadio Show discussion by group
executives about radio's future. He said
stations need to be live and local to succeed, asentiment echoed by several of

The days are numbered for so-called
"Franken FMs," those low-power TV
stations operating on analog audio carriers of TV Channel 6signals at 87.7 and
87.9 MHz.
(continued on page 8)
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RADIO SHOW
(continued from page 6)
All analog LPTV stations, including
those essentially operating as radio stations, have a limited shelf life; they're
due to soon sunset. Analog LPTVs or
TV translators operating on Channels
2 to 51 must end analog operation and
convert to digital by Sept. 1, 2015.
The existence of a sunset date is
probably why the FCC has avoided
addressing concerns of radio broadcasters about whether these "Franken FMs"
are permissible, according to Scott
Flick, partner in Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman. Some radio stations,
especially those at the lower end of
the FM dial, complain that the LPTV
"radio" stations cause interference.
Frec Jacobs of Jacobs Media and Roger Lanctot of Stritegy Analytics showed videos of consumers struggling
to figure out how to turn on the radio in 'connected' cars.
Fred Jacobs. He floated
the idea of an industry
consortium to protect
radio's place in the dash.
"Radio needs a voice"
in connected car discussions, he told aroom full
of attendees at a session
in Orlando.
"We're hoping this gets
some lift and becomes
a reality," Jacobs told
Radio World afterwards.
Jacobs Media and
Strategy Analytics projFEMA IPAWS Program Manager Al Kenyon, left, was a
ect there will be 140
panelist white NAB Associate General Counsel Larry
million connected cars
Wake helped facilitate Radio Regulatory Jeopardy.'
on the road globally by
2017. The companies said
"It's aproblem that that's ultimately
that as new infotainment systems come
going to solve itself," said Flick during a
online, consumers can be confused about
"Regulatory Jeopardy" panel. He thinks
all the options available to them.
ome LPTV operators might seek a
Fred Jacobs and Roger Lanctot, asso‘vaiver to extend that deadline, but they
ciate director of Strategy Analytics'
"would need to meet ahigh hurdle" to
Global Automotive Practice, showed
get awaiver.
video clips of consumers struggling to
turn on the radio and tune stations on a
variety of in-dash big-screen infotainment systems. Jacobs and Lanctot urge
RADIO CONNECTED CAR
broadcasters to test-drive connected
GROUP FLOATED
cars and let OEMs know that radio
wants to be apart of the connected car's
As automakers and manufacturers
future.
of infotainment systems build the soAnother takeaway of the session:
called "digital-dashboard," radio should
"Rethink HD Radio," Jacobs said.
make sure broadcasters have their say.
"Most OEMs believe the technology
So argues Jacobs Media President
is a major player in the connected car,
especially because of the big data pipe."
Shortly after the show, Ford
announced it had acquired Livio, which
makes products and software tools to
- 1
a C
support smartphone/car connectivity. Its
products include Livio Keys, asoftware
11
package that helps app and content partEl
ners work with OEMs for promotion
and marketing in the car. Another, FM
Traffic Button, involves software code
that's added to an embedded app on
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the in-dash display; no smartphone is
required to feature traffic reports from
Clear Channel's Total Traffic Network.
The purchase allows Ford and Livio
to share technologies, intellectual properties and engineering talent. Their stated goal is to work toward an industry
standard for in-car connectivity and
smartphone-to-vehicle communications.

CONNECTED CARS:
GAME CHANGER
The so-called connected car is an
unsettled frontier for the delivery of
mobile services. Each automaker is using
adifferent technology and user interface
to deliver radio and other entertainment
to new, big-screen displays, and this can
be confusing for buyers.
Connectivity has become a major
factor in car-buying decisions, and dealers spend a lot of time explaining the
new systems to consumers, even after
purchase. Executives from automotive,
receiver and Internet audio services discussed the state of in-dash integration at
the RAIN Conference.
Currently, a driver "connects" to a
car using either an embedded in-dash
solution or by tethering a smartphone
to the vehicle, with the phone controlling action on the display. Research
company eMarketer predicts there will
be some 40 million "connected" cars by
2014, and calls coming advancements a
"game changer."
"Once everyone can hit a button
in their car and turn on Pandora just
like a local station, then we'll see the
impact to traditional radio," GroupM
Next executives Steve Sherfy and Jesse
Wolfersberger predicted at the RAIN
Summit.
Automakers and their suppliers say
they are creating solutions for consum-

ers to access entertainment the way they
want to. Pioneer, for example, takes
a technology — whether traditional
broadcast, satellite radio, HD Radio
or Internet radio — and develops a
hardware or software interface, according to Ted Cardenas, vice president of
marketing for Pioneer's Car Electronics
Division. With its aftermarket AppRadio
service, Pioneer brings Pandora into the
vehicle, too.
And what does it mean for Pandora to
be " in the vehicle?"
Pandora Automotive Business Development Director Geoff Snyder says the
service is available on approximately
100 car models. Other consumers listen
via a phone connected to the vehicle
by Bluetooth wireless or USB port.
The Pandora app provides metadata to
the radio display, and the "skip track,"
"thumbs up" and "thumbs down" controls are transferred to the dash. Using
the app makes it easier to control the
display, "as opposed to someone using
the Aux jack," said Snyder.
Ford is in the process of launching
its Ford AppLink in Europe and the
Asia-Pacific region, according to Scott
Burnell, the global lead for business
development and partner management in
Ford's Developer Program,. Ford Sync
with AppLink enables drivers to voiceactivate apps from behind the wheel. The
capability has been on some Ford models
available in the U.S. since 2010.
AppLink is the ability to extend command and control of an app running on
amobile device to the human interface
of the vehicle, he explained. " it's the
ability to take actions and habits you
already have outside of the vehicle and
extend those to the vehicle in a more
appropriate way," said Burnell. with
buttons "mapped" to voice commands
and some actions locked out for safety
while the car is moving.
(conbnued on page Ql
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Arbitron released the figures before it
became "Nielsen Audio" after the show.

(continued from page 8)
When planning products, how do
companies take into account different consumer preferences, like those
who don't want to integrate their phone
into the dash? "Maybe you're not committed to handing over control to a
smartphone," said Cardenas. That's why
Pioneer's AppRadio comes in two versions: with and without a CD player.
However, noting that it's been more than
20 years since CDs were introduced and
cassette products are still being made,
"the compact disc isn't going away anytime soon," he predicted.

NEW APP, VVEBSITE
FOR HD RADIO

HD RADIO RECEIVER SALES
NEAR 15 MILLION
The HD Radio rollout is still showing momentum, according to iBiquity
Digital.
Digital receiver sales are approaching 15 million, and some 12 million of
those are in new cars or are auto aftermarket units.
About 35 to 40 percent of new cars
sold in the United States this year
include HD Radio technology. Many of
those automakers offer HD as standard
across their vehicle lineups. Where the
capability is not standard, it's offered as
part of an optional package or trim level
on most premium or navigation radios.
Company President/CEO Bob Struble predicts penetration will rise to half
of all new cars next year. "That growth

MARTIANS

HD Radio developer iBiquity Digital displayeil..
five cars to show implementations on infotainment systems. On hand were these 2014 models: Lexus IS 350, Lexus IS 250, Toyota Corolla,
Mitsubishiputlander and Chevrolet Traverse.
rate, we think, is going to continue to
rise into the foreseeable future."
As the installed base of HD Radio
receivers rapidly increases, so has listening to HD2/HD3/HD4 programming.
There are 1,475 multicast channels,
according to Arbitron and iBiquity.
According to the latest spring 2013
Arbitron Radio audience estimates,
more than 4 million people listen to

an HD2, HD3 or HD4 channel over the
air or online in an average week, an 11
percent increase over fall 2012 listening
estimates. That's an 11 percent increase
over fall 2012 listening estimates, when
3.6 million listened to amulticast channel on-air or online. Arbitron considers
both HD signals heard over-the-air and
online to be "digital" and does not break
them out separately.

Phillips by going down to the CBS
record library to listen to the eye(continued from page 4)
witness account of the Hindenburg
charisma and mischievous personaccident. And there's a wonderful
ality of the 23-year-old Welles.
story told by Peter Bogdanovich
Overall Ithoroughly enjoyed the
about Welles' use of mic technique,
"American Experience" documenstanding at apodium in Studio 1on
tary.
the 20th floor of CBS in New York,
Ilearned about the interactions
holding 10 actors and a 27-piece
between Welles, Houseman and
orchestra silent at one particularly
writer Howard Koch. Iwas remindcompelling moment.
ed of the story of Koch picking out
The TV show is loaded with
Grover's Mill on a map with his
delightful archival photos and film
eyes closed.
clips. Radio history buffs will have
Iappreciated the descriptions of National Archives
afield day trying to identify classic
fervid show preparation in the week Welles and John Houseman
radios on display. And the docuprior to broadcast; the delivery of a were photographed during a
mentary reminds us of the power
wax disk recording of Thursday's
of sound when wielded by people
rehearsal of ' Horse Eats Hat,'
rehearsal to Welles at his hotel in
who know what they're doing —
1936.
the early morning of Friday and his
as Douglas puts it, "working in a
declaration that it was "abysmally dull:' which led
medium that denies sight."
to massive rewriting; and the influence of a radio
The producers describe the 75th anniversary of
show Welles had heard hours earlier by Archibald
"War of the Worlds" as a timely reminder of the
MacLeish called "Air Raid" that used news bullepower of mass media. "During times of enormous
tins in dramatic fashion.
cultural fragility and uncertainty:' Douglas said,
The filmmakers provide an account of actor
"people turn to trusted media sources and can be
Frank Readick preparing to portray reporter Carl
powerfully influenced by them. Still."

IBiquity Digital redesigned the HD
Radio promotional website and launched
an HD Radio Guide app for iOS and
Android.
The redesigned hdradio.com simplifies the message to consumers and broadcasters "so they get the same experience
of what HD Radio offers," and not from
solely a corporate perspective, iBiquity
Senior Vice President Joe D'Angelo told
Radio World. The site uses geo-location
to list primary and multicast stations
available in auser's area.
The HD Radio Guide App is designed
to help consumers learn about content
and discover HD2/3/4 stations. Using
the interactive station guide, consumers
can connect with stations through SMS,
phone and social media networks. The
app includes aguide to receivers including "buy" links. To get the app, text
APP to 25859 or download it through
the ¡Tunes App store or Google Play
Android Market.
Separately, iBiquity partnered with
Toyota to give away a2013 Scion FR-S
sports car equipped with an HD Radio
receiver. Participants have until Oct.
29 to enter. U.S. residents can enter
at hdradio.com, by downloading the
HD Radio Guide App or by liking the
HD Radio Facebook page.
Next issue: AM revitalization.

NEWSROUNDUP
APPLE: Apple iTunes Radio is heading to anumber
of English-speaking countries in 2014, including the
U.K. and Canada, before making its way to Australia
and New Zealand, Bloomberg reported. Competitor
Pandora made its first overseas forays to Australia
and New Zealand, we've reported.
LPFM: In early October, the partial federal government shutdown continued, putting the LPFM application window timetable in doubt. Low-power proponents were trying to figure out aplan to propose
to the FCC once the commission reopened, and all of
its online databases were available. The window had
been set to open Oct. 15. The commission said that if
its databases were overwhelmed upon reopening by
aglut of filings, it would issue further instructions.
O'RIELLY: The Senate Commerce Committee
postponed its Oct. 3vote on several nominations,
including one to okay Michael O'Rielly as aGOP FCC
commissioner. Though Congress wasn't closed in the
government shutdown, lawmakers and their staffers
were finding it difficult to do their jobs. The delay
means the five-seat FCC will have only three commissioners for at least little longer.
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A Tale of Two Sample Loop Connectors
Or, how to make sense of off-kilte antenna readings

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

ronsultant Tom Osenkowsky recent-

ly
a call from a contract
engineer. His client's two-tower AM
directional antenna produced erratic
antenna monitor readings. The engineer wondered which phasor controls
to adjust in order to bring the array
back within licensed values.
Tom urged him to take aset of monitor point readings in the two deep nulls
during both "good" and "bad" antenna
monitor readings. The engineer did so,
noting no change in the field.
This indicated to Tom that the problem was in the sampling system that
was feeding the antenna monitor, not
in the RF feeder system. His hunch was
verified by examining the sample loop
connectors. Connector 1 was sealed
using multiple layers of electrical tape.
Connector 2was sealed properly, using

Fig. 1: A corroded RF connector, sealed only with electric tape.

October 23.2013

the manufacturer's heat shrink weatherproofing kit.
The differences are obvious when
you compare Fig. 1and Fig. 2. Cutting
corners and not using the coaxial cable
manufacturer's weatherproofing kit can
cause the kind of damage seen in Fig. I.
Not only does the work need to be
repaired, but this negates any moneysaving rationale for the electrical tape
process in the first place.
Thankfully for the station, the contract engineer sought advice before
adjusting the phasor. By replacing both
connectors and sealing them properly
following the manufacturer's instructions, the engineer returned the antenna monitor readings to normal.
Tom Osenkowsky can be reached
at tosenkowsky@prodigy.net. Thanks,
Tom, for agreat troubleshooting tip.

A

not he r phasor adjustment tip:
Check the couplings that connect
the variable capacitors or inductors
before making adjustments. Most phasor controls have " turns counters" that
give you a reference of where the
inductor or capacitor is set; and sometimes the setscrews on these couplings

Fig. 2: A manufacturer's weatherproofing kit guards against corrosion
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(continued from page 12)

get loose.
The result is a nightmare. As
you adjust the components, the
loose setscrews permit the variable component shafts to turn
erratically. In asituation like this,
the indications on the "turns counter" become worthless.
So what do you do? A common
phasor maintenance procedure is
to rock the controls while a second engineer observes that the

October 23,2013
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coupling is not slipping as the
adjustment knob is turned. (Of
course, turn off all RF power to
the phasor for the procedure.)
You should perform this procedure before making any major
phasor adjustment. Tightening
all hardware inside the phasor
and antenna-coupling network
also makes sense.

Fig. 3: LED lighting
sources illuminate
dark spaces.

hillip

p

Vaughan is chief engineer of Southern California's
K-FROG. In past issues, we've
shared engineers' ideas on how

NEW...

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.

to illuminate dark locations using LED
lighting. Phillip recently installed
some new studio furniture, but due to
the configuration he found very low
visibility behind the equipment.
He decided to buy a 12-volt supply and some stick-on LED strips; he
reports that it works beautifully. Now
all Phillip has to do when working on
equipment inside the furniture is flip
on the switch for the 12-volt supply
feeding the LEDs.
Next project, Phillip is planning on
adding some of these inside the back
doors of his equipment racks in the
rack room.
Fig. 3 shows a portable batterypowered LED light, with a built-in
hook. LED technology has exploded in
recent years, with more efficient lighting options.
Phillip Vaughan can be reached at
philv@kfrog.net.
I n switched-mode power supplies
(SMPS), the switching element is
typically a MOSFET. Paul Sagi, writing from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, was
repairing apiece of pro-audio gear that
needed a new MOSFET. The old one
had failed from overheating. These
supplies also use a series RC snubber
and Paul could not find the proper values of R and C from his parts supplier,
so it was time to improvise.

DIGILINWID
— Single station to Multi-site Group
— VPN Remote Voice tracking
— Your Music scheduler or ours
— Multi- sound card Console interface
— Live GAutomated Games with Rain delay
— Share audio files across the hall or continent

Scalable, high speed Radio Automation for Multistudio, Multisite Applications

Contribute to

speed ... power... and control

Digilink-HD ( OHO) is designed from the ground up for today's fast paced, distributed content, single station or multi-site Group. It empowers
local and remote talent to collaborate to deliver exciting content, build your audience share, and increase sales. OHO has the tools to enable you
to work faster, work smarter, and do more. For On Air. OHO supports live on air, live assist, hard disk automation, satellite automation. and
Games automation. OHO supports multiple sound cards for interface to aconsole and live crossfading. Audio files can be shared across the
station or across the planet. To create live sounding automation and facilitate flexible use of talent. OHO features apowerful segue editor. voic
track recorder- editor, and remote voice tracking over aVPN (virtual private network). The voice track recorder-editor supports complete control plus the ability to assign amusic bed under the voice track with ducking. OHO supports any kind of programming and any size market or
multi-site group.

4On Air Station cluster only S5

Paul chose other values of resistance
and capacitance having the same RC
time-constant, same power dissipation
rating and same voltage rating. The
new combination worked well enough
and the new MOSFET ran cool.
Paul has provided links to pages
that explain some things about how
to give aMOSFET aproper snubbing.
They can be found at radioworld.coml
links. Thanks, Paul, for atreasure trove
of links.

DD I
month

Workbench.

You'll

help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.
corn. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44
years in the broadcasting industry
and is still learning. He handles West
Coast sales for the Telos Alliance. He
is SHE Certified and is a past recipient of the SBE's Educator of the Year
Award.
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WheatNet-IP: So Easy, an Audio Guy Can Set it Up!

Meet the Logic BLADE

It's important to make sure your time is spent putting

Admit it - you want total control over your

WheatNet-IP to work...not figuring out how to set it up.

environment. With the L10-48, that control is yours.

A while ago, we loaded
Jeff Keith up with a few
WheatNet-IP BLADEs and
some GP button panels,

Wheatstone's new L10-48 is a high- density logic BLADE for the

and locked him in a room

WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network that can handle all those new

to build a new audio

conditional logic functions needed by today's busy studios.

processing lab. Our only

The L10-48 provides 48 universal logic I/O ports, each individually

requirement was that he

configurable, for turning devices on or off by time or event, for

implement AolP using our

automatically adjusting the audio processing settings when a

WheatNet-IP technology.

certain mic turns on, and for any other logic control you need in
your studio operation.

What he came up with is
pretty astounding. And it's

The L10-48 has a logic I/O meter that lets you drill down to see

a great story with plenty of pointers.

the information for each of the 48 ports.

Get more information here: INN4.wheatstone.com

Get more information here: INN4.wheatstone.com
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E-6 Is THE Industry
Standard Control Surface
There's a reason so many
stations choose E-6. Well, OK,
there are a LOT of reasons.
E-6 brings tremendous horsepower to
a very compact footprint. It's created to
bring maximum control to minimum space
with exceptionally intuitive operation. No
wonder it's in SO many stations.

Get more information here:
INN4.wheatstone.com
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Aura8-IP: How you can put Eight Stereo
Channels of Vorsis Processing to Work for
Under S500 per Channel!
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Placing a processor everywhere you'd like one has

As a standalone processor, you get eight stereo channeib of jaw- dropping ur,s ultra

been costly and impractical. Until now. A single

high resolution processing power for under $ 500 per channel. That alone is worth the

Aura8-IP gives you up to eight processors to t_ se
as you wish. Use it as a standalone processor with
analog and digital inputs or make it a part of your

price of admission. But when you take advantage of Aura8-IP being a BLADE with its
built-in utility mixers, %.veb server, full logic. Sf\IfyiP messaging and silence detection, and
use all that with it's 8-channels of processing, Is power is really unleashed.
Get morn informirritinn rryirr

WheatNet-IP network.

Codec Pre- Processing

Low Latency
Talent Headphone
Processing
Often. tse key to talent turning in

Audio from codecs is subject tu cirrirrolinicrirui

their best performances is Mat

conditions - at the source and through the

they hear in their headphones.

connection. Processing with Aura8-IP can

Give them asourd that brie's

clean it up nicely.

them to brilliance with Aural-IP.

INN4.wheatstcne.com

Remote Feed Conditioning
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The great and hard thing about radio is that you can

Talkshovv Call- Ins
Proce:sing an
makea hue
difference ii the

tie the world together on your broadcast. That means

aualéry

you can have audio flying in from all over. Aura8-IP is

of call- ins on

exactly what you need for all of it. at aprice thai will

your 'alk shown.

make you very happy!

Aure-IP is«up to
the task.

Satellite Up4ink Peak
and Spectral Control

IFE Ccnditioning

its processed not only for the voice that s

The key here is kerpiriçi signals

between d.rector,

getting ready to.

speaking into it. but for thepath its taking

under control. Aur48-IP is perfect

engineering and talent is

there's no better

on the way to someone's ears. Aura8-IP

for the job, keeping an eye (or ear)

key io presenting successful

investment you can

does asuperb job processmg microphone

on the peaks as well a. ensuring

sports and multiple- report

make in your station than to ensure those streams

audio.

the spectral range stays consistent.

shows. AuraB-IP is perfect

Web Streams

Mic Processing

Whether you are

Every microphone, does abetter job when

streaming now or

for ¡ leaning up IFB.

sound great. That's exactly what Aura8-IP does.

Automation
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Sn Pre- Processing and
Protection- Processing

Multiple HD
Feeds

Wheatstone enjoys

HD Radio gives you the

technology partnerships with

option of broadcast inc

the leaders in broadcast today.

There are alot of dedicated STL systems out

multiple audio streams of varying quality. Maxe the

Use the AGC in Aura8-IP to keep

there. Or, if you have aWheatNet-IP, it's trim

most of each by giving them processing that will make

perfect solution. No matte HOW you handle

them stand out.

Thew,

your automation streams clean

Clea communications
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sounding compelling can really
help with audience perception and
acrieptance.Aura8-1P is acostentire audio.stream sounds SWEET!

the audio is orftimized foi d.
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effective solution for ensuring your

STL, let Aura8 IP handle orocessing to ensure

and under control.

Sweetening Incoming
Commercials and
Newsroom Feeds
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**. BUYER'S GUIDE

ARC Plus Provides Remote
Control From ... Mozambique
Burk's Version 3firmware
gets athumbs- up for
world-travelling engineer

Channels

Macros

Meters
g

BY CHARLIE VVOOTEN
Director of Engineering and IT
Clear Channel/Panama City, Fla.
PANAMA CITY,FLA. — For many years.
the stations that comprise the Panama City,
Fla., market cluster for Clear Channel had a
variety of remote control systems. Some of
these systems eventually were discontinued
and not supported by the vendors anymore.
In 2002, capital was approved to replace
these aging systems with a common platform. Burk Technology had introduced the
ARC Plus; the system was selected to be
that platform. Before the ARC Plus units
were delivered, it was determined that there
were some problems with the new product
and Burk decided to delay deployment.
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#

Meters

Value Units

1

Plt Volt

11.8

KV

2

Plt Cur

2.85

Amps

3

Pwr Out

97.6

Powr

4

Temp

74.7

Deg

5

Chan 5

4 mV

6

Chan 6

O mV

#

Status

• FILAMENT ON
2 • PLATE ON
3 • AUTO POWER ON
4 • SITE POWER OK
5 • NORMAL POWER
6 • ON NORMAL POWER

The ARC Plus iPhone App

TIME
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Installation was easy after the first site was finished
and the learning curve for installing the systems and
programming the alarms, status, command and meter-

ing was fast. Initially, some of my sites did not have highspeed Internet connectivity so Icould not take advantage
of the IP connectivity and Iused the telephone interface
at those sites. My WDIZ(AM)
Ste
WEEIZ.FIJ
site and the WEBZ(FM) transUser
csreolen
Permrsson System
mitter
site had DSL with static
Verson
30.1 D
IPs so Iwas able to have both
A
•. ents
IP and telephone connectivity
Channel Rapt WEBZ FIA
with the new ARC Plus units
Melun
Command
immediately.
VanIFLAIAEN7 ON
Version 1and 2of the firmEdam.,
Felme
2 RATE ON
61101 OFF
ware utilized Java and could be
3 AUTO POWER ON
4 SRI POWER OK
2
alittle testy at times according
OFF
.,
5 NORAISL POWER
to the speed and other facLo roe
6 ON NORMAL POWER
c
r
tors; however, now that the new
Lowe,
j palr""ffla
4
Version 3 firmware is loaded,
I am also able to access the
E
ARC Plus units at my other
6
sites, WPAP(FM)/WFSY(FM)
and WFLF(FM), using the
low-speed connectivity of the
Burk ARC Plus Web
Clear Channel SAIL satellite
installed and it was agreed
system ... something Icould not do successfully with
we could keep these and
the earlier versions using Java.
return them for full credit
The new Version 3 firmware is rock-solid via both
when the ARC Plus systems
IP and telephone. Ishould note that telephone connecwere delivered.
tivity was fine with Versions 1and 2.
In 2009, the UPS man
delivered a stack of Burk
SOFTWARE
boxes containing the newly
Another advantage of the Version 3software is that
revised ARC Plus sysIcan monitor and control my sites through my iPhone's
tems for all of my sites. As
browser. The ARC Plus has abuilt-in Web server and it
promised, Burk took back
allows me to read all meters, check status channels and
the ARC- 16 systems for
control the transmitters at all of my sites. It also autofull credit and I installed
matically changes my AM site's daytime and nighttime
the ARC Plus units in their
pattern and power.
place.
I might add that I do some international travel
related to ham radio DX contests and DXpeditions
and Ihave sat in my hotel in Croatia, the island of St.
Martin and on Midway Island ( literally in the middle of
Pacific Ocean) and checked my transmitters using the
Web interface. It is likely that by the time you read this,
Iwill have already been to Mozambique on another
DXpedition in October, and Iam confident that Iwill
have been able to check on my sites from there as well.
If you have an ARC Plus and you haven't upgraded
to the Version 3firmware, Iwould strongly recommend
it. It will make things even simpler with the ARC Plus.
• •
Ihave found the ARC Plus system to be very relijet
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HAPPY RETURNS
Burk offered to send new ARC- 16 systems
and equip them with all of the capabilities we
needed at the three FM and one AM transmitter sites until the ARC Plus was "ready
for prime time." We agreed, ARC- 16s were

RAD1OVVORLD

Signal Monitoring, Remote Control, Test & EAS

All the time.
Trust the name broadcasters have counted on for
precision master clocks and timing-related products
for over 40 years—ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using achoice
of GPS, NTP, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time—all the time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-class timing
systems designed for easy installation, set-up and
operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 322-2136

www.ese-web.com

able. Ihave UPS power at each of my sites so that it
may call out in the event of apower failure to let me
know that the power has failed and that the generator is
online and the transmitters returned to the air.
Setting up the ARC Plus is simple and requires no
scripts, drawing diagrams or special programs except
for asimple self-explanatory program to do the initial
setup for the site. One can have asite up and running
in less than an hour.
If you are considering areplacement for your current
remote control system for the transmission facilities, I
would strongly recommend that you take ahard look at
the Burk ARC Plus. Ithink you will like it.
For information, contact Matt Leland at Burk
Technology in Massachusetts at (
978)486 -0086
x703 or visit www.burk.com.

to your PREtE Networked Studio

We.

IP LINK 100:
Single bi-directional stereo audio channels

1
.
11-1

eree-1

IP LINK 200:
Two bi-directional stereo audio channels

The Intraplee IP Link family of IP audio codecs
provides high-end features at an affordable price.

Your professional studio package using the Oasis
Netwcrked console is now accessible worldwide.

Offering an array of audio coding options, the IP Link codecs
are suitable for use in Studio to Transmitter Links (STLs) as
well as audio contribution and distribution networks.
Suppert for IP mullicast and multiple unicast streams
enables one encoder to feed multiple decoders.

Oasis allows facilities to cost-effectively and
easily migrate from analog to digital whenever
they're ready!

By incorporating dual WAN ports and aseparate If'
management port, the IP Link systems
can provide alevel of rel ability not
seen in comparably-priced codecs.

I
1Harris
L.J Broadcast
Delivc

:ne

The IP Link audio codecs bring
legendary Intraplee reliability
to the IP coo& market.

mom ?. n*.

air
see morE comments at Iorrisbroodrmr co,-rr'new(cndresourres/Testimonial.asp

Contact SCMS for more information on all Hart is product

1 - 800-438-6040
salesescmsinc.com
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818-398-7314
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772-340-0850
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800-732-7665
Art Reed / Bob Eburg
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Audemat Sticks the Remote for STIC
French nationwide traffic information network requires reliability

USERREPORT
BY GUY LE MARC
Chief Executive Officer
STIC
PARIS — Ican understand why signal
monitoring and network supervision is a
useful tool for any broadcaster or broadcast service provider.
However, for us, the information
transmitted is of such vital, sometimes
life-saving, importance that the ability
to have reliable round-the-clock monitoring and alarm management is absolutely essential.
BORDEAUX
Iam the CEO of STIC, aParis-based
system integrator specializing in the
provision of services and networks relating to 107.7 FM — the highway traffic
information radio service broadcast on
a single frequency throughout France.
We operate an extensive network with
transmitters installed on average every
7-10 kilometers (4-6 miles) along a
5,000-kilometer (3,000+-mile) stretch
of highway.
We provide our broadcast customers with turnkey solutions — everything from the transmitter itself to the
buildings where they are installed and
through to the tower and antennas.
Our latest project involved installing a 107.7 FM network along the
A63, a recently opened 120- kilometer

(75-mile) stretch of highway linking
Bordeaux and Bayonne. This required
the installation of a single-frequency
network encompassing anetwork headend and 10 synchronous transmitter
sites — all of which would require
close supervision.
The information provided by the
107.7 FM broadcast is of strategic
importance and we are required to provide 99.99 percent service availability.
Therefore the selection of suppliers is
of critical importance to us to ensure
that we can meet this requirement.
For the A63 project, Audemat made
us a proposal incorporating both a
hardware-monitoring platform — the
FM Monitoring Silver and a software
server package called the Broadcast
Manager — which could aggregate
the information from each transmitter
location and provide us with a global
overview of the network.
CONSIDERATION
After careful consideration and
research we selected this Audemat solution as the most appropriate for the
A63 installation and the only one on
the market that provided all the functionality we required. We went live in
February 2013.
We have an FM Monitoring Silver
platform at each of the 10 transmitter sites
and these are all linked via an IP connection to the Broadcast Manager package
running at our network operations center.
The FM Monitorim_ Silver units con-

closures, we are able to monitor the
door contact at any given site and be
alerted to the presence of any unexpected visitors!
We have found the system easy to
use and have programmed it with our
predetermined levels of acceptable performance.
If any monitored parameter exceeds
the acceptable limits, an alarm will be
triggered.
The alarm is not only shown on
the Broadcast Manager display but we
have been able to configure the system
so that all relevant, available personnel are notified immediately via SMS
or email of the alarm condition and a
repair or maintenance team can be sent
to the site to rectify the issue as soon as
possible, minimizing or avoiding any
disruption to the network.

A typical STIC site setup. Note the
Audemat Silver in the middle of the
rack. WorldCast also provided the
Ecreso Goliath transmitter amplifier at
the top of the rack.

Complete Ground System Construction.
Evaluation and Repair Services
MoM Prep Services

st, Efficient Full Site Construction Services
Reliable, On-time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

www.amgroundsystems.com

866-227-2346

ri 866-22RADIO

Serving the Technical

tinually monitor the performance of the
network and broadcast and can stream or
record the audio as required.
The units also feed other information to let us know what is happening at
the site. For example, using the contact

INSTALLATION
Since its installation in February, the
Audemat system has proven reliable,
and we are pleased with the features it
offers and how easy it is to operate.
With such an extensive network, we
appreciate the ability to have acentralized overview of multiple sites and to
still be able to drill down to view an
individual parameter at a particular
location.
This ability combined with the targeted and scheduled alarm management capabilities allows us to operate
efficiently and maximize the use of
our resources while still enabling a
lightning-fast response to problems.
An added benefit was that we were
able to order transmitter amplifiers
from Audemat's partner company
within the WorldCast Systems group,
Ecreso, which meant that we had an
integrated and compatible system.
The equipment is installed in largely
un-airconditioned spaces but we have
had absolutely no problems since day
one with 24/7 operation.
For information, contact Tony
Peterle at WorldCast Systems in Florida at ( 305) 249 -3110 or visit NWW.
worldcastsystems.com.

BUYERS GUIDE
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
Due to overwhelming response to our

and Construction Needs of

Signal Monitoring, Remote Control,

AM Broadcasters for 30 Years

Test & EAS solicitation, this Buyers
Guide continues next issue — Nov. 6.

nigroundsysterns.com

Look for it.

Rack 'em up.
Bright Idea.
All of our consoles have LED button
lamps. They'll stay lit for - well, practically
forever. Let's just say, your kids won't
have to change bulbs, either.
•

Turn your Radius 8-fader console

Built to last... and last, and last.
Element modules are machined

A low price shouldn't mean " cheap".

aluminum with wear- resistant Lexan

Other companies cut corners on their low-cost

inserts for long life. We've even

consoles. Axia packs in as much as possible.

designed custom- molded guides to

Real conductive- plastic faders, machined-

prevent tears around the fader slot.

aluminum work surfaces, anodized rub- proof

No " ouchies" here.
•

markings, aircraft- grade switches. At aprice

Big Shot.
Your station super- sizes everything?
No problem; iQ can scale from 8 to 24

less than some analog " bargain" consoles.

Unlimited vision.

faders. Handles even the most zany

Some console makers give you

morning crew, talk show - or

"switched meters" to save cost.

anything else you think up.
•

iQ does away with that annoyance:

into arack-mount powerhouse.
Great for OB vans, performance
studios, concert remotes and more.
•

Good timing.
Unlike those other guys' small consoles,
DESQ has an event timer and an
NTP-capable clock - built-in, not
extra-cost. Because time is money
(pardon our pun!).
•

high-rez OLED displays meter
all 4 buses at once

Control at your fingertips.
See these buttons? You can program
then ( or the button modules available

Small but mighty.

for Element consoles) to perform

DESQ packs big console power into

routing salvos, system-wide scene

just 18" square. 6 faders,

changes and more. Because great power

2buses, automatic mix- minus, Show

requires control.
•

Profiles and more. Perfect for
standalone or networked studios.
•

Smarter phones.
Not only are hybrid

Axia makes the switch.

controls built into iQ for

No " plug-n-pray" unmanaged

direct- from-the- board control,

switches here; Axia builds

the iQ6 phone system connects

our own custom zero-config,

with just one Ethernet cable.
•

built- for- broadcast network
switch right into our

•

PowerStatior. and QOR

Network everywhere.

console engines.

No need for cheesy AN mixers -

'''''''' •

RAQ lets you put a networked,
professional console anywhere,

•

at aprice that'll make the even

Show-off.

stingiest GM smile.

Element lets you store

•

up to 99 Show Profiles -

Double your pleasure.

"snapshots" that recall

Did you know that one

channel sources, bus

Q0R.16 console engine will

assignments, EQ settings,

power 2RAQ or DESQ mix-

even fader positions. So

ing consoles? Makes your

every jock can have their

money go further on news

own customized console.

bullpens, production pods,
ingest stations, etc.

-• •
Speak your mind.

•
Step to the side.

Element consoles have
comprehensive talkback features.

Dirt and liquids: aconsole's most

You can talk directly to remote

hated enemy. Element foils ' em
with premium, side- loading
conductive- plastic faders: dirt
drops past, not in.

codecs, phone callers, adjacent

Handsome devil.
Available in small, large, and OMG.
•

Who's da boss?
Clients rave about them,
talent loves them: over 5,000
on the air makes Axia radio's

studios.., even individual

Our meters aren't just good-looking;

Whatever size console you need,
Element can handle it, from 4 to
40 faders in single or split frames
Huge selection of standard and
motorized modules, too.

favorite IP console.

talent's headphone feeds.

they're designed specifically to

Even our most cost-effective

convey the most information

Big power, small price.

possible at just aglance. And Axia

boards let you talkback to

Radius loads you up with 8 faders,

consoles support VU and PPM

callers and codecs.

4 mix buses, automatic mix-minus,

metering styles - something you

onboaid EQ and voice dynamics

might not find on consoles that

and more — for just 55990 USO.

cost a lot more.

Shh... don't tell the accountants.

CHOOSING AXIA FOR YOUR NEXT CONSOLE IS EASY.
SELECTING ONE MIGHT TAKE AWHILE.
When we introduced AolP to radio in 2003, some folks thought we were off our nut.

makes life much simpler. They also appreciate our 5- year warranty and 24/7 technical

Today though, broadcasters agree: picking Axia is the right choice. With over 5,000 on

support ( not that they need it).

air daily, broadcasters have voted Axia the world's most popular networked console.

In fact, we calculate that thanks to our huge selection of frame, module and mixing

Who can blame them? Axia fans say that Livewire - networking is the most intelligent,

engines, there are at least 32,209,982 difierent ways to order an Axia console. With

flexible IP-Audio system in the industry. And that our huge number of partners, with

that many options, you'd better get stared now! Mmm... don't you just love that

over 75 broadcast products from phones to transmitters that connect to Axia networks,

new- console smell?

AxiaAudio.com
Available in the U.S. from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700
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VVHEATSTONE DEVELOPS A WALL OF METERS

NAUTEL IMPROVES
ADVANCED USER
INTERFACE

Wheatstone isn't usually associated
with signal monitoring and measure-

t..

ment devices but the IP audio revolution changes things.
The company says that in today's
connected world of AolP, it's nice to
know what's going on with audio on
a network. Not just the audio at local

Nautel continues to add to
the capabilities of the company's
Advanced User Interface transmitter
control and monitoring interface. The
AUI is provided either directly via a
touchscreen on the front of the transmitter or remotely via acomputer
screen. Functionality includes built-in
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sources and destinations, either, but all
audio at every point in a network.
That's why Wheatstone has developed a new app, IP Meters GUI. Designed for the WheatNet-IP network, IP Meters GUI
gives users ongoing metering of audio levels, signal density, FFT readings and more.
IP-MTR64 Meters GUI is customizable and allows for display of an array of metering

commercial- grade instrumentation;
100 percent remote access; SNMP support; an instrument- grade audio spec-

efrierte

and analysis on the monitor of any computer connected to the WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network. In addition, the meters have silence detection, so it can be determined at a

trum analyzer; comprehensive monitoring and control; event logging;

glance if an audio stream has gone down and where.

email notifications; preset capabilities and enhanced support services.
Nautel says that it recently announced new instrumentation via the
AUI which allows real-time measurement of MER — Modulation Error
Ratio. The measurements follow the NRSC standards for measurement

Each meter in the IP " wall of meters" can be set up as a horizontal, vertical or eyebrow
bargraph meter. Dozens of meters can be displayed at any time on the wall. Users deter-

and require no external equipment, the company says. Real-time MER
provides the ability to diagnose issues such as irterference with MP3
carriers near the analog signal due to FM analog signal overmodulation.
MER measurement is available on Nautel NV and NX Series trans-

mine where and what to meter: console inputs, mic outputs, the satellite receiver, studios,
web streams, etc. In addition, aseparate analysis window allows focused viewing of one
audio stream in avariety of informative ways, including FFT, 3D plot, oscilloscope, energy
vs. frequency, spectral dynamic range and more.
Style of metering can be curved, horizontal or vertical bargraph for mono or stereo, and
for reading peak levels, average levels and peak over average levels. Size, background color
and text labeling for each cell is customizable. Multiple layouts, complete with source

mitters with software release 4.0 or higher. It may be viewed in the
AUI Constellation View display on the front panel LCD touchscreen or
via the Web.

selection, metering choices, colors, labels, and analysis settings, can be saved and recalled
for use in various situations.

For information, contact Nautel in Nova Scotia at ( 902) 823-5131
or visit vvww.nautel.com.

For information, contact Wheatstone is North Carolina at ( 252) 638-7000 or visit
www.wheatstone-radio.com.

TWO CUTTING EDGE MONITORS
TO HANDLE YOUR FM MONITORING NEEDS IN THE 21 ST CENTURY
FROM THE COMPANY You HAVE KNOWN AND TRUSTED FOR OVER 45 YEARS
THE AWARD W INNING, ACCLAIMED
HE ALL NEW FM SOLUTION
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NOW WILL SIMULTANEOUSLY DECODE & DISPLAY

All-in-One FM Modulation Monitor

HD AUDIO STREAMS!
•

Now includes Peak Weig4ingl
•

HD Radio
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•
• Direct Sampling of the FM RF Carrier
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital FM Carrier Demodulation
Frequency Agile on both Antenna & High Level RF Inputs
RF Spectrum Analysis with FFT Power Band Calculations
Adjustable RF Mask for High Power/Asymmetrical HD Sidebands
Metering of Analog Total, Pilot, L, R, L+R, & L- R
Metering of HD L/Ft/L+RJL-R Audio Streams
Time Alignment Cross Correlations Analysis ± 16384 Samples, ±375ms
HD Control and Status Information
HD SIS and PAD Data

• BER ( bit error rate) Measurements
• User Assignable Email, Relay & Display Alarms
• RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

À
3RELAR

• Direct Sampling of FM RF Carrier
• Frequency Agile on both Antenna & High Level RF Inputs
• AM & Sync AM Noise Measurements
• Variable BW Digital IF Filtering
•
•
•
•

Digital FM Demodulation with 100dB 75ps SNR
Variable BW Composite Filtering
Digital Stereo Demodulation with 100dB LJR Separations
Full Metering of Analog Peak and RMS Values

• RIDS Injection and Full Data Decoding
• Two Digital SCA Decoders
• RF, Composite and Audio FFT Spectrum Analysis
• User Assignable Email, Relay & Display Alarms
• RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

VISIT BELAR .
COM FOR THE LATEST PRODUCT I
NFORMATION 8c SOFTWARE UPDATES!
When accuracy counts, count on Belar" • 610-687-5550 • sales(a belar.com •

ww.belar.com
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INOVONICS FEATURES
INTERNET RADIO MONITOR
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personnel with reports, email and text messages
when any of the alarms occur. Front- panel LED
metering displays left and right audio levels plus
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•

local alarm triggers. The OLED screen with jog
wheel provides control and editing of tuning and

lnovonics says that its recently introduced
Model 610 is the first dedicated hardware solution
for the monitoring of streaming online radio quali-

»If D.Nror

• -41-

monitoring parameters, and the 610's built-in Web
interface allows complete set-up and control of the

provides balanced analog and AES digital outputs,
self- logging alarms that constantly check for audio loss, stream loss and Internet

unit from a PC, tablet or smartphone.
The 610 has two-way connectivity ensured with
a built-in Dynamic DNS utility. SNMP is planned
with the next firnware update. The 610 will stay locked to astream, even in the

loss, and an easy-to- use tuner that decodes audio and displays live metadata for
MP3, Ogg Vorbis and AAC formats.

event of power cycles, making it useful when feeding atranslator. List price $ 990.
For information, contact lnovonics in California at ( 831) 458-0552 or visit

ty and performance. Much more than aconsumergrade " Internet radio," the company says, the 610
-411111118111188818•111818M-

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com.

Rear- panel alarm tallies provide local alarms and online notifications alert

SAGE CAN GO
INTERNATIONAL
Sage Alerting Systems' emergency
alert message insertion system, the
Sage Digital ENDEC model 3644, features multi- language capability and
support for international profiles of
the Common Alerting Protocol.

The Sage ENDEC supports internal
text-to- speech conversion of CAP
alerts in English, several Spanish dia-

What if your host
can't de-fuse the
next caller?
R. 1-T,..

;
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ft41 Is Reach.
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lects and French Canadian.
It supports language-tagged
audio files in any language, used
for human voices alerts as well as
server- based text to speech.

Contain explosive language with Program Delay Manager, radio's most advanced profanity

The ENDEC uses the U.S.-flavored
Emergency Alert System CAP messages, the Canadian CAP-CP and

you'll know what happened instantly when a caller goes off.

delay. Seamless delay exits and builds mean minimal disruption for your listeners.
Advanced web features let you control PDM from anywhere. And our patented PD-Alerf"
system emails time- stamped audio every time the Dump Dutton gets pressed, so

pure CAP formats, and is compatible
with a number of alert servers, the
company says.
For international users, the ENDEC
is available in a higher- density format, supporting the equivalent of
four ENDECs in a 1U high rack
package.
Sage says that the four interfaces
can be any combination of AES/EBU
digital or balanced audio output,
with the four alerts running independently of each other.
This allows eight model 4644
ENDECS to fit into the space of a
single model 3644.
For TV, when paired with any of
variety of UTF-8 capable video/text
insertion equipment, the ENDEC can
also insert text data from the CAP
message in any language.
For information, contact Sage

- It's about time

Alerting Systems in New York
at ( 914) 872-4069 or visit wvvw.

The Telos Alliance

sagealertingsystems.com.

•

www.25-Seven.com

• ( 216) 241-7225
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TECH UPDATES

2VVCOM DEVELOPS
AUTOMATIC MPX
SWITCH

DECODER EXPANSION FOR BELAR
FMHD-1 AVAILABLE
A new decoder expansion board option is now available for the
Belar FMHD-1 FM HD Radio Monitor.

2wcom has launched the ALA-MPX,

This option allows the installation of up to three additional
HD decoders to provide simultaneous audio output for multiple
studios, PPM monitors and silence sensors as well as metering and
alarms for each HD stream present.
New features have been added to the FMHD-1 in the latest soft-

an automatic switch that analyzes
MPX modulation sources and selects
the best available source for FM
transmission.

ware update. This free update is available on the Belar website and includes RDS injection level readings and composite
peak weighting. RDS injection readings are displayed on the analog bar graph display along with pilot injection. Peak
weighting, located under the composite menu, can be set for 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 20, 30 and 45 cycles, as well as to " disabled."
Belar says that the FMHD-1 is astate-of-the-art HD Radio monitor designed to support the needs of today's broadcaster
well into the future. It decodes the HD Radio signal and analog FM signal simultaneously displaying HD Radio status, data,
time alignment and configuration information, as well as total, pilot, RDS, L, R, L-f- R and L- R metering and RF spectrums.
For information, contact Belar Electronics Lab in Pennsylvania at ( 610) 687-5550 or visit www.belar.com.

GORMAN-REDLICH UPDATES ALERTING EQUIPMENT
Gorman- Redlich Manufacturing Co. is offering anumber of updates to its line of U.S.-made emergency alerting equipment, including the CAP- DEC 1CAP-to-EAS converter and the CRVV-S NOAA Weather Radio Receiver.
A welcome feature for users who are tired of paper printouts of EAS logs, the CAP- DEC 1is available with the ability
to store and organize logs electronically on the unit's internal storage device. This logging is accomplished through serial
logging software developed by Daniel Bissett and connection of existing EAS equipment to one of the CAP- DEC 1serial
ports. Logs can be transferred later to alternate storage media or printed at the user's convenience. Units may be shipped
from the factory with the logging capability included and set up, or field- upgraded by the user.
The field-tested Gorman- Redlich NOAA Weather Radio Receiver, whose first- generation model has been in service since
1979, is also getting an upgrade. The CRW-S will now add LED signboard support to its
feature list. This augments the alerting ability of the system by working
in tandem with onboard relays capable of triggering lights, sirens and PA
systems. Also beneficial for remote installations where the unit is physically separate from the primary users, the CRW-S will display alert details
in various colors to indicate degrees of event severity.
Gorman- Redlich says it still offers afull line of signal monitoring and EAS equipment in the form of directional AM
antenna monitors and Emergency Alert System encoder/decoder equipment.
For information, contact Gorman- Redlich in Ohio at ( 740) 593-3150 or visit www.Gorman-Redlich.com.

When used with multiple MPX
sources, ALA-MPX gives radio broadcasters the means to build robustness
into their transmission infrastructure,
guaranteeing service continuity in the
event of failure in any source, 2wcom
says. ALA-MPX also assures the quality
of the signal reaching the audience by
switching to the best available source
for transmission.
Up to three MPX sources — e. g.
El ( G703), IP, rebroadcast receiver
— can be continuously evaluated,
and audio received via satellite and
multiplexed at the transmitter site
can also sent to afourth input on
the ALA-MPX, where it can be compared with the other sources. Each
source is monitored by the ALA-MPX
using a range of quality criteria and
compared against the other available
sources. Switching to the best source
is automatic, but can be overridden
to allow manual switching if required
sources can be prioritized.
Designed to offer a high degree of
versatility in avariety of configurations, ALA-MPX generates alarms that

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE

can trigger SNMP traps and switch up
to 12 relays. Balanced connections are
provided for all inputs and outputs,
together with dual redundant power
supplies. Configuration and monitoring is made easy through aWeb interface and monitoring/analysis data is
shown in graphical form to support
at-a- glance decision- making.
For information, contact 2wcom
in Germany at + 49-461-662830-0 or
visit www.2wcom.com.

Featuring the Highest Quality / Lowest Cost
FCC Certified LPFM TRANSMITTERS on the Planet!

HOW TO
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.

UMW Planet is brought to you by the good people at:

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS

rI RU.. STREAMWOOD. IL 60107
EMAIL: salestIbprogressIve -concepts.com

305 S. BAfi ILL

PHONF: 660 736.9622

FAX: 6.40.736.0.45.4

CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com and
request our Writer's Guidelines.

IP. Its the new 1SDN.
Meet Z/IP ONE: The "Z" stands for Zephyr.
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It's the question on everyone's lips: " What comes after ISON?" The answer: Z/IP ONE, the

There's more: Z/IP ONE incorporates SIP, N/ACIP, and IPv6 standards. The worldwide

Telos Zephyr for IP connections. Broadcasters fell in love with the original Zephyr for its

Z/IP Server connection service helps traverse NAT routers and tricky firewalls. And

rock- solid reliability and superb audio; Z/IP ONE brings those same qualities to IP remotes.

now, you can do great- sounding handheld remotes using LUCI* LIVE smartphone
and tablet apps. All of which makes Z/IP ONE perfect for live remote broadcasts,

Is IP reliable? TV networks say so - they use it for HD video backhaul. And Z/IP ONE is

whether corcerts, talk show remotes, off- site talent — even full-time STL links or

packed with IP-codec " smarts" to ensure reliability, even over the public Internet. Agile

RPU backhauls.

Connection Technology adapts to network conditions, delivering audio quality as good or
better than ISDN despite packet loss and jitter. Genuine, high-performance MPEG codecs

Experience tie convenience and flexibility of IP.
Z/IP ONE: the best way to hear from there:"

from Fraunhofer for exceptional fidelity— no lame knock- off codecs. No latency build-up,
re- negotiation or fiddly adjustments: Z/IP ONE just works.

[

e MP Ong • Rome
realms i«.
M.o..

High-quality remotes are right in your pocket.

oat»

r»...

Z/IP ONE now connects to LUCI LIVE smartphone
apps for wideband audio on- the-go.
Luc'

Telos-Systerns.com/zip-one
"le

2013 TLS Corp.

fl Facebook.com/TelosSystems

Twitter.com/TelosAlliance
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ITECH UPDATES
M4FM-HD can send alarm emails and stream

DAYSEQUERRA PROVIDES
MONITORING AND HD
ALIGNMENT

audio to aphone.
The DaySequerra M4DDC Diversity Delay
Control is a 1RU, standalone AM/FM solution and runs DaySequerra's new proprietary
TimeLock algorithm to automatically maintain
time alignment of the HD Radio MPS and HD- 1

DaySequerra says that its M4FM-HD is a

audio streams.

powerful and cost-effective FM analog radio

The M4DDC issues email alerts for loss of

modulation monitor.

TimeLock, Level- Lock ( optional), program audio, carrier or OFDM HD Radio Lock.

Using astate-of-the-art quad- core Texas Instruments DSP, all of the M4FM-HD

There are five rear- panel alarm tallies.

processing takes place in the digital domain. The company says that results in

The M4DDC receives the off- air broadcast, measures the timing difference

analog FM performance ( SNR > 90 dB and THD < 0.01%) as well as simultaneous

between the MPS and HD- 1streams, and generates acorrection vector necessary

total, pilot, L, R, L+R and L- R, and all MPX-SCA modulation level measurements

to realign the two streams.

with better than 1.0% accuracy.

The M4DDC also has a Level- Lock Control option. This proprietary loudness

The M4FM-HD also has high- quality Class A biased audio outputs at + 4dBu on

control automatically maintains average audio loudness differences between the

XLR connectors for precise monitoring. The rear panel GPIO port provides opto -

HD Radio MPS analog and HD- 1digital audio streams to less than 3dB. Its pro-

isolated input and relay- contact closure alarm outputs for loss of audio, carrier
and RBDS, as well as audio peak.

prietary lookahead gain correction makes audio level adjustments that should be
transparent to listeners.

The M4FM-HD can be controlled from anywhere via the M4FM-HD's integrated
webserver, which is compatible with all browsers and operating systems. The

visit www.daysequerra.com.

For information, contact DaySequerra in New Jersey at ( 858) 719-9900 or

OMNIA DEVELOPS MPX TOOL
AND MODULATION ANALYZER

DEVA SHIPS MOBILE
FM RADIO ANALYZER

Processor maker Omnia Audio has released

DEVA Broadcast says that its Radio

something a little different, the Omnia MPX Tool/

Explorer Il is afull-featured device

Modulation Analyzer. The company describes it as

designed to cater to all RF signal anal-

acomprehensive analysis unit which allows for the

ysis requirements, a mobile tool that

investigation and management of an operation's modulation and transmission characteristics. With an optional FM

evaluates FM broadcast band conges-

tuner, additional capabilities are added, which include the analysis of other stations in the market, the company says.

tion and stores important broadcast

Features include modulation analysis tools such as FFT, oscilloscope, RTA; stereo decoding; remote control with

parameters in log files.

streaming audio; HTTP server for control and logging; ITU-R BS.1770-3 Loudness metering; Omnia.Direct Digital
Composite ( AES); stereo baseband analog inputs and outputs; and dual analog MPX ( composite) inputs.
The two- rack unit box's front- panel has an LCD touchscreen and headphone output. On the back panel is agigabit
Ethernet port.
Options available include an FM tuner which will support FM/HD Radio/DAB/DAB+ along with dual power supplies.
The Omnia MPX Tool/Modulation Analyzer is expected to ship in early January.

D

EVA

C..1

For information, contact Omnia Audio in Ohio at ( 216) 241-7225 or visit www.omniaaudio.com.
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BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
Broadcast Engineering Software

RADIOWORLD

WANT TO BUY

CONSULTANTS

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

MISCELLANEOUS

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Snoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurement,
•AM Directional Array, De,ign, tuning and Proof using Meth.' of Moments

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:

Fax ( 651)784-7541

CGoodricletconl.corn

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
•AM Pro 21M, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping.
• Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommandertm

www.V-Soft.com

ACOUSTICS

ANTENNAS

AM LOOPS
[ FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PixelSatRacho.com
(303) 526-1965

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation sys:em
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which

oft

COMMUNICATIONS*
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

E-mail: inforiowleng.com

"Meng', Al LC

3tOadCale

Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC;
&ROAD( , st Tt CHNIC Si COS5111.NX IS

(%ti 1 13111

e

g

Full Service Fn. Allocation to
Opirrition AM/FM/AUX !kin kris
Mid Vir nic,Antenna and

O

a°

For more
information, ask
David at 212 378 0400 x511
or dcarsontrenbmedia.com

WORLD
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

Liquidation of radio station
equipment: Various types of
(800) 743-3684
I
equipment such as Belar monitors, Eventide Delay, Harris
allows you to schedule the
limiter, Moseley Remote, etc.
recording of a network or any
wokf74@yahoo.com for comother program for replay later
plete list.
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
WANT TO BUY
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
Collector wants to buy: old
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
vintage pro gears, compresexact time events, join satelsor/limiter,
microphone,
lite feeds, automated temperamixing
consoles,
ampliture announce, do unattended
fiers, mic preamps, speakremote events and more. Call
ers, turntables, EQ working
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
or not, working transformdigitaldevelopment.net for a ers ( UTC Western Electric),
copy today.
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
WANT TO BUY
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Wanted: old analog automaor ilg821@aol.com.
tion equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503or 8" diameter, as used for
493-2983.
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
CODECS

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by

Otee 45 years engineering
and ransuiting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
ww.piânimmumi
aluunbrock.com •

Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 13:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwl3mm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44 Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

Comrex Bric access portable
and Bric rackmount for sale,
incl pwr sply, DC adaptor, wifi
card, slightly used, $ 5000/60.
jhansen@greatermediaboston.
corn.

American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

MICROPHONES/

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 7' 9684-6010.

ACDWORLD
Equipment Exchatige

Need aLow Power
FM License?
352-332-3157 Ext 4
kesslerandgehman com

wommer!----mumwor

WANT TO SELL
•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM

Octobèr 23, 2013

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

(2) Marti BR- 10 UHF rcvrs
tuned to 455.925 MHz &
450.925 MHz and Marti PPU
xmtr 25 watts at 455.925 MHz,
BO. 318-728-2370.

111)
1

ENGINEERING
EVANS

SOLUTIONS

FullService Broadcast Engineers
FM Translators& LPFM Startups
Upgrade & Relocai ion Studies

licensing
On- Site Operation Maintenance

Microwave Planninc &

(262)518-0002
benewansenssoludonseom
35 Years Eepenenre • Member AFCCE

Over

Standard Short- tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it Email: Dan©
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
CCA 500D AM xmtr 1960's
vintage,
PCBs
removed,
$250/130. David Kelly, KTCH,
Box 413, Wayne, NE 68787.

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

Run your
employment ad
on our website
for only
$2 per word!

WANT TO BUY

www.radioworld.com

RECORDING &

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
't17-11.1,

.
1111111,

,

Carkhail. I:alike ma 4:1818
17(AR 438-4420
ue

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

Fax: 17601438
ire . ch

4759

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm mJsical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

Call David
for all the details at
212-378-0400
ext. 511
dcarsonenlimedia.com

BROADCAST

El UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
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TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Please visit our website.
www.lmamtv.com. for additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters
100 W
2008
BE FM100C
250 W
2006
Crown FM2507
2000
500 W
BE FM 500C
3.5 KW
2000
Harris Z3.5CD
3.75 KW HD-Digital Harris Z16HD+Digital
5KW
1995
Harris HT5CD
5KW
1998
Harris Z5CD w/2XFIexstars
5KW
2006
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused
7.5 KW
2002
Harris Z7.5CD
10 KW
1991
Harris HT10
10 KW
1993
Harris PT10CD
10 KW
2005
Harris Z16HD+ Analog
25 KW
1995
Harris HT25CD
30 KW
Harris FM3OK
1988
35 KW
BE FM35A/T, upgraded in 2001'
*Over $35,000.00 spent to convert to "T" in 2001

r
dr
j
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nautei

crown IEWOROCRST

Used AM Transmitters
Please see our website for acurrent listing

TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
Used FLO TV Trans m itt ers ** cera
• ' Rohde & Schwarf*Harris Maxiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
Phasemaster 112,000
New Phase Technologies 1
313300, solid state 3phase converter
BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer #23-23-230-8

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

send your job opening details to: radiogm@
hotmail.com.
Deep baritone voice, on- air talent,
newscaster, copywriter, and production
skills. Wanting to become an effective member of a productive team. Contact Greg at
istableboss@yahoo.com or 580-650-9666.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.
corn for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

Great on- air personality that knows
Sports, loves music & is ALWAYS ready
to entertain. Adobe Savvy. Grab me while
you can! Deprie Nedeau NOW at d2dau@
hotmail.com or 405-464-5589.

Experiened radio station manager seeks
new management opportunity. More than
39 years experience in radio. Ican do almost
anything given the chance. Willing to relocate.
Family- friendly format(s) preferred. Please

Stop Looking You Found Me! You found
the energetic, self- motivated and creative guy
you have been searching for, don't hesitate to
call me. Christian Gutierrez at 405-905-4775
or keyway7491@yahoo.com.

New TV Transmitters- /maim and Digital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

A

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361
www fmamtv com • E-mail transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE

TUBES

;••••

(IF

RF PARTS CO.
Sc fidbid Ispanol

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS•Thomson& Mitsubishi Semiconductors

I

-737-2787

rfp@rfparts.com
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www.rfparts.com
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Buying Or Seltin
Used
Equipment?

ORLD

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
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All were missing is YOU. Call David at 212-378-0400 x 511
or email: dcarson@nbmedia.com

*. OPINION

RADIOWORLD

READER'SFORUM

Remembering where we've come from yesterday is
part of knowing where we will
be headed tomorrow.
Friend S. Weller, CBRE
Chief Engineer
Utah Public Radio
Logan, Utah

PAST AND PRESENT
Bill Mountjoy, in his letter to the editor on Aug. 14 (
Reader's Forum, "Walk
Down Memory Lane"), wrote that the
Gates Model 51CS Studioette is so rare,
its photo isn't found on the Internet.
Fortunately for me, Ican enjoy the view
from my desk!
As we are celebrating our 60th anniversary at Utah Public Radio, we have on
display our original Gates Model 51CS
Studioette console, dating from our carrier
current days of 1949, along with our original American DT-4 microphone. Please
find now-and-then photos attached.
The photo from 1950, right, has Lee
Frischknecht, the future second president
of National Public Radio, sitting at the
controls as amember of the Radio guild
at Utah State Agricultural College (now
Utah State University).

NOT A FAN
OF IBOC
Please, give me a break!
This is no better than giving iBiquity a free infomercial in Radio World ("AM
Radio, Where Do We Go
From Here?"). AM was never
designed to handle digital
transmission, period! All that
This shot from 1950 features Lee
IBOC does is clutter and jam
Frischknecht sitting in the control
an
already damaged AM band.
room at what is now Utah State
AM IBOC should have never
University.
been approved by the FCC
in the first place. AM IBOC splatters many channels
down from the host frequency. It's adisaster.
Peter Q. George
President/General Manager
WXRB(FM)
Whitman, Mass.

MANY LPFMS DON'T
PLAY FAIR
Here's one of those
rare Model 51CS Studioettes.
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years. We don't need LPFM to finish killing off local
AM radio, and what little revenue it pulls in to survive
to be aservant to its community of license.
Ifeel that we AM owners-and-operators should take
action to protect the senior band, because local AMs
like us were here first.
Scott Bailey

«niv.arrakis-systems.com

18

15

the community and respects us small, standalone radio
operators.
My community, close to amajor metro market, does
not need an LPFM in this mix. The LPFM might get
into the hands of somebody who bends the rules.
Small-town America has seen too many of its local
stations go dark for various reasons in the past 20-plus

www.amgroundsystems.com

6

24

station operators, need to "stand their ground" against
LPFMs.
A huge number of low-power FM operators do not
play fair, such as when they sell underwriter-donated
time and make spots sound like full-blown commercials on the air. They try to pull away time from small
churches and non-profit organizations that want to buy
time on the local AM stations. This puts aburden on
single, small-town AM operators like me.
Not all LPFM operators are like this. and I am
not against the idea of LPFM at all. I know one,
WRFN(LP), that is awonderful station and follows the
rules of serving its community. However, many that I
have observed around the country are not running their
operations on alevel playing field.
In my community, we have three local "standalone"
AM stations and one noncommercial, 1,000-watt FM
station that is licensed to a college. The latter offers
free airtime to locals citizens and teaches students the
ropes of this industry; it is an up-to-date, well-done
college radio station. In my 20s, Iwas student station
manager there. The three local AM stations have a
great relationship with the college station, as it serves

As Iwrite, the LPFM window soon will open, flooding the FCC with applications. Communities with one
or two local standalone AM stations, as well as the
Ihis listing is provided for the atnvenienee of our reader..

www.gracebroadcast.com
www.heilsound.com

www.nautel.com

Having been abroadcast operator for
more than 50 years, I
have observed
the gradual loss of publications
devoted to programming and
technical aspects of radio. Today,
there is only one comprehensive
source: RADIO WORLD.

myw.omniaaudio.com
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Saul Levine ! t
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Owner
KKGO(FM), KM1T(AM/FM)'
Los Angeles
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GET THIS

STAC VIP MAKES YOUR PHONES SOUND AMAZING
STAC VIP uses VolP ( Voice over IP) to manage all your phone calls for talk shows, interviews
and contests. It handles calls from Skypen' as well as HD Voice- capable Smartphone apps.
To really get the full impact of what HD Voice can do for your call- in shows, you've got to
hear STAC VIP. So...hear it in action right now: comrex.com/products/stacvip.html

S -T
AC VI r
Vol P • POTS • HD VOICE • CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

plugged into

Skype -

STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype comrex.com

1110%MlingiA

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
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